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Whether you want to make an extra $100 a month or an extra $10,000, the high-level process is the same: Someone has
to buy what you're selling. The money has to come from somewhere, right? (Hint: it comes from customers.) Sadly,
there's an epidemic going around. The reason most entrepreneurs, wantpreneurs, and side hustlers fail is a lack of
customers. If you've ever failed in your own efforts to start a business or earn money on the side, I'm guessing that was
the root cause. On top of that, you're in a constant battle of not having enough hours in the day and you don't know
where to focus your limited time, energy, and money. That's the bad news. The Answer The good news is you have more
opportunity today to earn income in your spare time than ever before. And you don't need a killer new business idea or
millions of dollars in startup capital to do it. The good news is there isn't a shortage of customers. They're out there! This
book will share specifics on how to increase your earning power-on your own time, on your own terms, and without
getting another job. We'll look at real-life examples of people just like you making it happen. I'm going to arm you with
dozens of income-generating ideas that don't require a ton of time or money to get started. And spoiler alert: there are no
get-rich-quick schemes inside. Instead, you'll learn proven strategies for tapping into the growing peer-to-peer economy
to supplement your income, diversify your revenue sources, and reduce your reliance on your day job for your livelihood.
Go Where the Cash Is Already Flowing Buy Buttons focuses on marketplaces that already exist, where you can put your
expertise, time, and assets up for sale or rent. There are hundreds of platforms that you can add your "buy buttons" to.
You don't have to build a customer base from scratch, design a website, or even worry about payment processing. Each
platform already has an eager audience of buyers looking for what you have to sell. Not sure what to sell? In the 300+
platforms featured inside, you're bound to find an idea or two that's a fit. These platforms are the "gateway drugs" of
entrepreneurship. They're easy to get started on, to get the high from your first sale, and to keep coming back for more.
Does It Really Work? I've used the same "buy buttons" marketplace strategy over and over again for the last 15 years as
an entrepreneur. Even more exciting, thousands of SideHustleNation.com readers and Side Hustle Show listeners just
like you are already seeing results by implementing the strategies in this book. The common thread is they set up their
businesses on pre-existing platforms that made it easy for buyers to find them and spend money with them. This book
will show you exactly where and how to set up your "buy buttons" to generate hundreds or thousands of dollars a month
in side income. My Guarantee I guarantee you'll find at least one "buy button" platform that you can use to generate your
own job-free income stream. If you don't, just send me a note (my contact info is at the end of the book), and I'll buy the
book back from you, no questions asked. Now, where else are you going to find a deal like that? Ready? Hit the Buy Now
button and let's get started!
Your guide to capturing that perfect shot The Nikon D7500 has created a buzz in the photography community, gaining
recognition for its appealing combination of high-end features and compact size. If you’re upgrading your existing dSLR
or even purchasing your very first camera, Nikon D7500 For Dummies will help you feel like a pro in no time. This book
highlights the importance of understanding all of the basic features of your new camera, before diving into insights about
how to take top-notch photos. You’ll learn about when and how to use flash, understand exposure, and control focus and
depth of field. There is also information on taking expert action, close-up, and landscape shots, and how to access and
download those photo files. Photography is a great way to capture lifelong memories, and this book makes it easy to get
started. Learn photography terminology Shoot, view, and trim movies Master color controls Discover ways to customize
your camera Don’t just settle for auto mode; take advantage of all the D7500’s amazing features with the help of Nikon
D7500 For Dummies!
From dating to drugs, modesty to purity, morals to popularity, teens face all sorts of tough issues. How teens respond to
these challenges will influence their future, possibly define their future, maybe even determine whether they have a future
or not. Following four successful books in the uniquely packaged Hot Buttons Series, author, mom, and broadcaster,
Nicole O’Dell now debuts another book on one of the most prevalent issues in the lives of today’s teens: image. Parents
can reach for this quick-reference resource to create healthy conversations with their teens about self esteem, piercings
and tattoos, eating disorders, and trash talk. Nicole’s creative strategic scenarios, discussion questions, and Bible
studies have and will continue to equip parents to proactively prepare their tweens and teens to respond to challenges
with courage and grace.
LOVE WILL HAPPEN is the story of Jeremy Clayton's struggles to find love in Birmingham, Alabama, a city of 229,000
people. There are about 15 females to every one male. It would seem that Jeremy's search for love and a true soul mate
would be an easy one. But his search is derailed by his demanding job as a deputy working Vice with Jefferson County
Sheriff's Office. He search has lead him to discover that his daughter's mother needed drama in her life to motivate her,
his future ex is insecure and needs to be told that she is desired constantly and she cheated on him. Another lover felt
that being abused is her proof of being loved and she returned to her abusive ex. And yet another lover compared her
ideal man to an I-HOP breakfast. When His relationships end Jeremy blamed the women because they were all crazy. Or
were they?When his marriage falls apart his friends, Frederica, Franklin and Dee Wayne try to help him through the pain.
Frederica asked him to start listening to the women in his life to learn what they want in a relationship, Franklin tells him
to slow down and learn to enjoy life away from the job and Dee Wayne tell him to sex as many women as he can
because the women are now looking for the same thing that men are looking for, sex.Life is a female dog when his future
ex, Cynthia strips the house clean while he was at work. He meets two women who leave him bitter and in the course of
his job he is almost killed in the line of duty because his mind was on the I-HOP woman.Jeremy has a heart to heart talk
with Federica and it is then that he realized that he was the common denominator in all his failed relationships. All the
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women were different but he was the same. It is then that he started working to change his outlook on life. His family and
friends encouraged him to stop looking for love saying, "Love will come along and when it does it will come from the
person you least expected. Live life and enjoy it and LOVE WILL HAPPEN."
Castles & Buttons (Book Three) Susan James How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing Advanced Higher Mechanics
Castles & Buttons- Book Three How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing Advanced Higher Mechanics Anyone reading
any of the greats from Emerson, Cady to Neville to Abraham-Hicks and so many, many more, from Metaphysics to
Theosophy, the Esoteric and beyond, we are told that everything is possible, there are no limits and we can have
anything we desire to have. It is that promise which keeps many of us on the steady higher path. The Higher Law
operates with simple guidelines: • Have the Idea (which is ‘thought') • Add The Affirmation (which is also ‘thought') All
else is taken care of by the Law. For some of us, including me, there have been some in- between stages to the above 2
steps. (As in Don't keep changing our mind by adding doubt, fear, lack of confidence, etc.) We have to expand our
understanding of a Source outside of our humanity. At one time, I was so off the path of higher anything, but I didn't know
any different. My life reflected my lack of knowledge and understanding. But ‘something' kept me moving higher, bit by
bit. ‘Something' kept me safe. And bit by bit, the things that did not feel nor look good in my life, began to drop away. It
was my willingness to be open to things I did not yet understand, but wanted to ‘believe' in, such as, the promise of
better, of good, of wonder. The Fairy Tale. ‘Something' kept moving me forward into believing in the fairy tale. For me
The Fairy Tale was about happy endings, happy in between, happy everything. All of which our culture does not
necessary have credence for. This 4th Installment in the Castles Series, this being Castle’s Book 3 continues in the
experience of The Promise The Bounty. It’s what has kept me ‘after it’; to understand it and apply it. Some of the
themes covered in this Book 3 of the Series: • The Promise of The Bounty • How to Believe in The Fairy Tale, When We
Don't Yet • Electrons and Puppies for Manifestation • How To Convince Yourself It's Yours • When It Feels More Like a
Castle Than A Button • When You Just Can't Get Over ‘Not Liking It'. • Being Thankful When You Can't Find a Way to
Feel It • Susan's Example From Her Livelihood • The I AM and Financial Independence • Tomatoes and The Three
Billionaires • The I AM and Financial Independence • The Correct Use of Spiritual Technology • Opening The
Floodgates On Supply • Excitement Plus Anticipation Equals Expectation • Effortless Fun • Is It Time to Re-Invent
Yourself? • Why We MUST Choose The Castles of Our Lives • Great Abundance NEEDS Our Castles • How I've Used
This Information • The Ambition of Achieving One Thought Creation • Benefits of Thought Games • The Fire Letters and
Manifestation • Asking and Other Higher Tools of Action • The Importance of Having More Light • The Difference
Between Prayer and Decrees • What Releases The Power of Higher Light? • The Overall Higher Intention • Largesse
Abundance (What it Is and How to Have It) • From Out of Bounds to Boundaries Have Been Moved • The Higher We Go
(In Light Energy) The Easier It • The Overall Goal of Creation (Delight) • A Strategy for Believing You Have It • How to
Allow (What is Vibrational Acceptance?) • How Possibilities Move Into Probabilities • The Last Piece of Our Desire
Fulfilment Puzzle Enjoy the entire Castle’s and Buttons Series and you too may then understand how creating Castles or
Buttons is the same and everything you want is already there for you!
This dictionary of American English is designed to help learners write and speak accurate and up-to-date English. • Ideal
for upper-intermediate and advanced learners of English • Based on the Collins 4.5-billion-word database, the Collins
Corpus • Up-to-date coverage of today’s English, with all words and phrases explained in full sentences • Authentic
examples from the Collins Corpus show how English is really used • Extensive help with grammar, including plural forms
and verb infl ections • Fully illustrated Word Web and Picture Dictionary boxes provide additional information on
vocabulary and key concepts • Vocabulary-building features encourage students to improve their accuracy and fl uency:
†- Word Partnership notes highlight important collocations †- Thesaurus entries offer synonyms and antonyms for
common words †- Usage notes explain different meanings and uses of the word • Supplements on Grammar, Writing,
Speaking, Words That Frequently Appear on TOEFL® and TOEIC®, Text Messaging and Emoticons
Can this really be true? Can you really get what you want in life without using cash? The answer is yes, and it is done
every day. In this ground-breaking book you will learn how governments, businesses, and even individuals have all been
using the ancient practice of Barter to their benefit for centuries. Barter today is no longer about a Farmer trading
chickens for a Doctors time. It has evolved into a highly sophisticated financial instrument. Although the book is about
barter trade it will stretch your mind and stimulate your imagination more than you ever thought was possible, and you
will learn a secret that is said to be known to only 500 people around the world. David Wagenvoord is a legend in his own
right, and one of the world icons, when it comes to Barter trade. He is often referred to as the father of Radio Barter.
Having been involved in trade for over 40 years. He has done over half a billion dollars worth of Barter Trade, his clients
have included some of the icons of American business, including American Express, Hertz, Chrysler, General Motors,
Sheraton, DHL, Hilton, to mention a few. Ali Pervez is one of America’s leading marketing experts, and an International
Marketing Consultant, with over twenty five years of hands on global marketing experience. He is a best-selling
marketing author of "Get Your Black Belt in Marketing". For the first time in history both David and Ali reveal how you can
unleash the power of barter trade in your business and personnel life. With Barter trade, the sky is not the limit it really is
just the beginning. Welcome to a new universe where you will find that no cash is really no problem will soon hold true for
you also!
A former Pentagon communications chief recommends her personal strategies for communicating successfully in the
modern world, citing the consequences of "spin" tactics while sharing real-life examples about the importance of
accepting accountability and maintaining a broad support base. 40,000 first printing.
Brimming with workflow efficiencies for the experienced editor, The Avid Handbook teaches you the hows and whys of operating
the system in order to reach streamlined, creative end solutions. The book emphasizes time-saving techniques, shortcuts, and
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workflow procedures- the true keys to getting a job done. The book has also been updated to include new information on HD
formats and workflows, color-correction and grading capability enhancements, MXF media standardization, and much more. Also
new to this edition are an 8 page 4-color insert, adding depth to the color-correction lessons, as well as running sidebars
throughout the book, calling out time-saving tips and techniques.
Most couples in the U.S. have to wait up to seven years to adopt an infant domestically--and all the expense and waiting doesn't
always result in a successful adoption. Now, rather than relying on slow-paced and expensive adoption agencies, many couples
are choosing to privately adopt a child. By eliminating the adoption agency, couples can customize and control their own adoption
plan. Inside this book, couples will learn how becoming proactive in the adoption process may significantly speed up the adoption.
Following the Fast Track method, readers will learn how to: - Establish a budget - Assemble a professional team - Obtain an
approved home study - Prepare an effective family profile - Advertise for and talk to potential birth mothers - Detect warning signs
for frauds and scams - Be prepared at the hospital With this book as their guide, potential parents can actively pick their own birth
mother. By doing so, couples will save time and money, reduce stress, and, most importantly, find a baby to adopt.
Button-pushers come in all shapes and sizes, but they have one thing in common: Their behavior drives us crazy and makes us
dream of ways to escape the mess we're in. The person who pushes your buttons is likely someone who matters to you – a
spouse, a parent, a boss, a fellow church member. Almost always this difficult person is connected to you by blood, love, faith, or
money, so you can't just end the relationship without causing pain and upheaval in your life. Our friends and today's culture will
often advise us to abandon such relationships quickly – to end this unpleasant chapter and get on with our lives. Psychologist and
author Dr. John Townsend disagrees, "Your button-pusher is not someone you would easily and casually leave. You are
intertwined at many levels. It is worth the trouble to take a look at the ways the relationship you had, and want, can be revived and
reborn." In this easy-to-read book he offers Expert insights to help you understand your own button-pusher Wise assistance in
determining the nature of the problem Compassionate help in identifying your failed attempts to fix things A hope-filled vision for
what can be and how to make it come true Rich resources to help you navigate the necessary changes
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY
home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Includes iOS 10 updates A THIN IPAD BOOK? iPad on a Fast Track, a book of only 51 pages, covers all essential features of 15
major iPad apps. As you work through this book, you won't be reading large amounts of text about the iPad or studying photos of
iPad screens. Instead, you'll read brief introductions, review the step-by-step instructions while studying your iPad screen, and
then apply the instructions in short hands-on exercises-all in a comparatively minimal amount of time. The 15 apps and how you'll
use them are briefly described below. Additional information about each app is included in the Table of Contents, which lists the
features covered in each app. Mail: manage your email Contacts: store email addresses and phone numbers Safari: search the
internet Notes: store passwords, other data, or objects Camera: take photos and record videos Photos: store and edit photos and
videos Message: send instant messages in various forms FaceTime: make face-to-face calls, as well as audio calls iTunes Store:
purchase music App Store: get additional apps Music: play your music Settings: personalize your iPad with various settings
Pages: create documents such as essays and reports Keynote: create slides for presentations Photon: access websites requiring
a flash player As you work through these apps, you'll also use other important features of the iPad. With Siri, you'll use your voice
to open apps, find information, get directions, etc. With Spotlight Search, you'll quickly access the internet, apps, and other
resources. With the Control Center, you'll control various settings, including sounds, Do Not Disturb, and the brightness of the iPad
screen. With the microphone, you'll save time by dictating email and other documents. With the various multitasking methods,
you'll use multiple apps at the same time. Using the Share icon, you'll share documents, websites, and objects. Before you finish
the book, you'll take steps to protect your iPad, and you'll learn how to find a lost iPad. Importantly, the experiences you'll have
with these 15 apps will help you learn new apps. You'll know how to use menus, buttons, icons, gestures, and the multiple
keyboards to communicate with new apps. You'll have confidence in exploring the new app and will know how to use various help
sources. All of this-and more-in a thin book that puts you on a fast track to use your iPad for communication, information, personal
business, and entertainment!
When I saw my escape, I took it. Now I'm in New York City and trying to get my life back on track. Despite the tracker in my ankle,
Crow hasn't come for me. He hasn't even called me. I told him the depth of my feelings but he cruelly rejected them. Maybe he's
forgotten about me. One day, I walk into my apartment and spot the pile of buttons on the counter. I never left them there, and
there's only one explanation for their presence. Maybe Crow hasn't forgotten me after all.
Castles & Buttons (Book Two) How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing (Susan James) Advanced Higher Mechanics Castles &
Buttons- Book Two How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing Advanced Higher Mechanics This is the 3rd of the Castle’s and
Buttons Series . If you’ve read the ones that came before; The Introduction to Castles and Castles Book One, this third
book,Castles and Buttons, Book Two, goes a bit deeper into the higher study and its implications. Implications include money flow
and financial events. The key understanding to get to, is everything is simply given. Those of us who are committed to
understanding higher things at some point are ready to entertain this notion of everything is just given to us. When I reached that
place of understanding that this could be true, the effort then came in unraveling any underlying themes or beliefs that kept me
from the experience of it. The unraveling came in both the knowledge and the experience of the fact, that I did not have to do this
and that, so that I could have or get this or that. I have translated it over into every part of my life. I know it's about how we use
energy. I've had to develop my own way, my own games. I've had to not listen to all the hype, while still enjoying parts of it. I have
fully convinced myself that circumstances and conditions do not matter. When we are purely aligned with Source Energy, our
thoughts, ideas and timing all meet for a wonderful event or experience. It becomes the way we live, instead of the occasional
miracle. The Mechanism of Financial Abundance is attached to two things: • 1. Understanding Higher Law and It's Benefit as We
use this understanding. • 2. Feeling Good IS The Mechanism of Financial Abundance. It brings More Money and Money that
Sticks to Us. I can relate to this big time, because before I smartened up, I would get big money and then something would happen
to it, or something would need fixed which took the money away as fast as it showed up. It's very nice these days, to have the
money flow and not go! It's very nice to not have to fix things, or backup and re-start and re-do. Altho, at those times, that's exactly
what I did. I'd re-start with the mental ease, and I'd re- do, with the mental ease, and up and out I went! Done Deal Baby! Some of
the themes covered in this Book 2 of the Series: • How To Make It Easy • Dissecting The Fast Track To Desire Fulfillment •
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Simple Things I’ve To Keep My Attention On Track • The Mechanism of Financial Abundance • Getting Out of A Jam While... •
How to Create From The Highest Non-Doing Place • Understanding Castle's and Buttons As The Same • The Higher Meaning of
The Tree of Knowledge • The Done Deal Future Pull • Acquiring Money and Creating Money • Blasting The Barriers to Money
Flow • How To Melt Our Limitations, And Become Limitless • Allowing More Money • How to Intend from The Knowing State • 5
Ways to Move Our Lives Towards Abundance • The Easy Way To Win • Applications Universal to Finances, Health, Relationships
• The Law of The Done Deal (And How to Use It) • How To Open The Door To Boundless Supply • Flashback to Circumstances
Do Not Matter • How To Increase Our Belief Level • The Power of Precipitation (Using True Vision) • Not Lifting a Finger, Only
Needing A Thought Enjoy the entire Castle’s and Buttons Series and you too may then understand how creating Castles or
Buttons is the same and everything you want is already there for you!
Castles & Buttons- Book Two How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing Advanced Higher Mechanics This is the 3rd of the
Castle's and Buttons Series . If you've read the ones that came before; The Introduction to Castles and Castles Book One, this
third book, Castles and Buttons, Book Two, goes a bit deeper into the higher study and its implications. Implications include money
flow and financial events. The key understanding to get to, is everything is simply given. Those of us who are committed to
understanding higher things at some point are ready to entertain this notion of everything is just given to us. When I reached that
place of understanding that this could be true, the effort then came in unraveling any underlying themes or beliefs that kept me
from the experience of it. The unraveling came in both the knowledge and the experience of the fact, that I did not have to do this
and that, so that I could have or get this or that. I have translated it over into every part of my life. I know it's about how we use
energy. I've had to develop my own way, my own games. I've had to not listen to all the hype, while still enjoying parts of it. I have
fully convinced myself that circumstances and conditions do not matter. When we are purely aligned with Source Energy, our
thoughts, ideas and timing all meet for a wonderful event or experience. It becomes the way we live, instead of the occasional
miracle. The Mechanism of Financial Abundance is attached to two things: - 1. Understanding Higher Law and It's Benefit as We
use this understanding. - 2. Feeling Good IS The Mechanism of Financial Abundance. It brings More Money and Money that Sticks
to Us. I can relate to this big time, because before I smartened up, I would get big money and then something would happen to it,
or something would need fixed which took the money away as fast as it showed up. It's very nice these days, to have the money
flow and not go! It's very nice to not have to fix things, or backup and re-start and re-do. Altho, at those times, that's exactly what I
did. I'd re-start with the mental ease, and I'd re- do, with the mental ease, and up and out I went! Done Deal Baby! Some of the
themes covered in this Book 2 of the Series: - How To Make It Easy - Dissecting The Fast Track To Desire Fulfillment - Simple
Things I've To Keep My Attention On Track - The Mechanism of Financial Abundance - Getting Out of A Jam While... - How to
Create From The Highest Non-Doing Place - Understanding Castle's and Buttons As The Same - The Higher Meaning of The Tree
of Knowledge - The Done Deal Future Pull - Acquiring Money and Creating Money - Blasting The Barriers to Money Flow - How To
Melt Our Limitations, And Become Limitless - Allowing More Money - How to Intend from The Knowing State - 5 Ways to Move
Our Lives Towards Abundance - The Easy Way To Win - Applications Universal to Finances, Health, Relationships - The Law of
The Done Deal (And How to Use It) - How To Open The Door To Boundless Supply - Flashback to Circumstances Do Not Matter How To Increase Our Belief Level - The Power of Precipitation (Using True Vision) - Not Lifting a Finger, Only Needing A Thought
Enjoy the entire Castle's and Buttons Series and you too may then understand how creating Castles or Buttons is the same and
everything you want is already there for you!
From the award-winning author of the Fast Track ham license series. Don't let a few math problems stop you from enjoying the
great hobby of ham radio! The questions in the question pool for the FCC General Class Amateur Radio License include questions
about conversions of electronic units in the metric system; Ohm's Law and Joule's Law problems; frequency to wavelength
conversions; wavelength to frequency conversions; decibel/power calculations; series and parallel resistance, inductance and
capacitance calculations; peak-to-leak and RMS voltage calculations; and impedance matching transformers. While the math is
quite straightforward, if the language and concepts of electronics are new to you, it can all be a bit baffling. If that's you, this is the
workbook for you. Each problem that can be on the exam is completely solved, with step-by-step instructions. We've color-coded
every value to help you follow it through the solutions. We even tell you precisely which buttons to push on which calculator to
make the answer appear. While all the math problems in the question pool are covered in the full license program, The Fast Track
to Your General Class Ham Radio License, this workbook provides extra practice and explanation for those of us (like the author!)
who needed a boost in our math skills to get our licenses. The program was co-designed by Michael Burnette, AF7KB, the author
of the popular Fast Track ham radio license programs and his wife, Kerry, KC7YL. Kerry is a math and science teacher with a
Masters degree in teaching and years of experience in making math come alive for students. Beyond learning how to "hammer the
exam," you'll have a solid grounding in the fundamentals of math for electronics -- knowledge that will serve you well in the hobby
and when you decide to take the step up to your Amateur Extra Class license. If you're a person who struggled with math in the
past, if you suspect you "don't have the math gene," even if you don't remember a shred of your Technician level math, if you can
push the buttons on a calculator, this course will have you confidently solving those equations like a pro in just a few hours. This
course doesn't just teach you the math -- it teaches you how to learn the math. Note: This workbook is an adjunct to The Fast
Track to Your General Class Ham Radio License book and audio; it provides additional training on the required math and does not
cover the entire question bank of 400+ questions. While the exercises can be completed on any calculator, it provides specific keyby-key instructions for the affordable and widely available Texas Instruments TI-30XS calculator.
You know the type: the super-productive, super-on-top-of-things, super-successful people you read about online or hear about on
the news. How do they do it? This book uncovers their secret weapons. The truth is there are hundreds of tools and online
resources that enable us to get more done than ever before. This isn't about the latest gadgetry or shifting your mindset; it's about
how to increase productivity so you can achieve your goals. It's about working smarter, not harder. We all have the same 24 hours
in a day. The resources in this book will help you make the most of your time.
Castles & Buttons-(Book One) How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing (Susan James) Advanced Higher Mechanics Castles &
Buttons (Book One) How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing Advanced Higher Mechanics Castles-Buttons The Same, But
How? One of the first phrases I latched onto in my beginning study of higher things, was the phrase mentioned in Abraham-Hicks
material, ‘Castles and Buttons are the same.’ My first thought was, ‘how can that be?’ And since I have an investigative nature, I
set out to find out, just how, Castles and Buttons are the same. For those new to the study of metaphysics, and things of a higher
nature, the phrase ‘Castles and Buttons are the same’, implies, that it is just as easy to create a Castle as it is a button. It’s as
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easy to create a wonderful expansive lifestyle, as it is to live in the ruins of one. Again, I asked.. ‘How in the world can that be?
And if it is true, how can it be easy?’ The entire Castle’s series is about my belief in ‘the Promises’ and my getting there. I want
you to know, I’ve been where you are, and I’ll give you examples of how I’ve expanded beyond it. I’ll give you things to try,
which worked for me. Things which helped me find out for myself, that yes, indeed, Castles and Buttons are the same. And...We
can have what we want without all of the doing, and without ‘goofin’ it up first, as was the sub-title of one of my first books, and
Editors Choice winner, Manifesting 101 & Beyond. Castle’s is based on The Ideal. The Law. And this law says, that only the best
of the best is the only thing that we should be choosing. The Best. The Best of The Best. Castle’s is about not settling for less
than what we really want. And most importantly, forget about anything other than Plan A. There is no Plan B, once we understand
what we have in our hands. We’ll use examples that are of your life. And I know they are of your life, as I’ve lived it. I’ve had the
broken cars, broken finances, broken relationships, but my understanding of what I had hold of, as long as I would practice and
apply it, would move all of my mountains and moved me smack dab in the middle of my castles. It brought new and better in
everything. Things showed up without struggle and strife and concern. Then it became automatic. Automatic, as in when it turns
dusk the lights on the light pole automatically come on. Automatic as in breathing and walking without having to think about it first.
Automatic as coin in the drink machine, drink plops out. Automatic as when we play the card game ‘Free Cell’, we make one
move and many others automatically are moved for us. Automatic is becoming The Genie. Some of the themes covered in Castles
& Buttons-Book One: • Bricks Without Straw: Unlimitedness-Doing The Impossible, Easily • How Do We Begin Having Our
Castles and Not Settling For The Buttons? • Profusion Abundance (The Opposite of The Other Shoe Dropping) • The Opposite of
Limited is Not Un-Limited • When The Ton of Bricks Becomes An Avalanche (And What To Do About It) • A Done Deal Example
From My Beginning Days of Understanding • How Long Do I Use The Swords, and How Long Before We See Results? • The
Golden Parachute vs The Golden Wheelbarrow • Quantum Manifesting Accelerated: Sword Statements • The Learning Curve of
Not Having To Do Anything Manifestation • A Shortcut to Easy and Automatic Enjoy the entire Castle’s and Buttons Series and
you too may then understand how creating Castles or Buttons is the same and everything you want is already there for you!
GET THE RESULTS YOU WANT IN SALES. FAST. Today’s successful salespeople sell solutions to their customers, rather than
push products at them. To do this well you need a diverse range of skills. You need sharp business skills or else you’ll make few
or poor sales and negotiating skills for the same reason. You need to be an excellent communicator, have a healthy level of
confidence and be able to develop a feeling of empathy and rapport with the people you meet as you pursue sales. You need to
be able to understand your customer's needs and wants, design a tailored solution for them and explain exactly what benefits they
will derive from it. Fast Track to Success: Sales helps you do this by giving you an overview of best practice in all aspects of sales,
along with practical advice on how to lead and manage a sales team. This practical, career-oriented book gets you up to speed on
sales quickly. It gives you: Sales in a nutshell - a series of frequently-asked-questions to give you a concise overview of the
subject The top 10 tools and techniques you can use to help you develop your approach to successful selling Simple checklists to
help you identify the strengths and weaknesses of your capabilities and those of your team Advice on leading your team – how to
decide your leadership style and build your team Tips on how to progress your career, whether it’s your first 10 weeks in the job or
whether you’re looking to get right to the top Don’t get left behind, set out on the Fast Track today. For more resources, log on to
the series website at www.fast-track-me.com. EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO ACCELERATE YOUR CAREER The Fast Track
books provide you with a complete resource to get ahead as a manager – faster. They bring together the latest business thinking,
cutting edge online material and all the practical techniques you need to fast track your career. Specially designed to help you
learn what you need to know and to develop the skills you need to get ahead, each book is broken down into 4 key areas:
Awareness - find out where you are now and what you need to do to improve Business building - the tools and techniques you
need to build up your skills Career development- learn the steps you should take now if you want to get ahead Director’s toolkit tips to get you to the top. And make sure you stay there! Fast Track features include: The Fast Track Top 10 – a concise, cutting
edge summary of the information you need to shine Quick Tips and FAQs – a short cut to practical advice from people who have
been there before you and succeeded Real life stories to give examples of what works – and critically, what doesn’t Practical
career guidance including a framework of objectives for your first 10 weeks in a new role Expert Voices – to give you the state of
the art view from today’s leading experts Visit the companion web-site www.Fast-Track-Me.com to learn more about the books
and explore the business methods, tools and techniques contained in each book – log on now to get on the Fast Track today.
About the authors John is a Senior Management Consultant with Mercuri International, one of the world's largest sales
consultancies. At Mercuri he is actively involved with selling as well as developing and delivering sales and sales management
training workshops to companies across all industries around the world. He has 25 years experience in selling to SMEs as well as
the world's largest multinationals in Europe, North America and the Middle and Near East. Having lived in North America for over
10 years, he brings the best in sales techniques from both sides of the Atlantic. He has worked in front line sales, led international
sales teams and inspired third party distributors. John has also run international business redesign projects and has over five
years in Marketing Director roles. He gained a B.Sc at Southampton University in 1981.
The Avid Handbook caters to video editors bordering on intermediate who are ready to unleash the full power of the Avid but don't
know where to start. Rather than focusing on arcane keystrokes, the book teaches production procedures, the real key for getting
a job done. Time saving, shortcuts, and strategies are emphasized, and the author tackles such real-world problems as set up,
keeping a facility running, minimizing crashing, and troubleshooting head on. Bayes has helped thousands to avoid downtime and
maximize creative time. * Intermediate techniques for the Avid Xpress, Avid Xpress DV, Media Composer, and Symphony *
Emphasis on workflow strategies, configuration, troubleshooting, and administration * Helps maximize creative time and eliminate
downtime
Earn Extra Cash The Side Hustle Path is for people who want or need to earn some extra money outside of their day jobs. Maybe
you need a few extra dollars to make ends meet. Maybe you want to pay off debt. Maybe you want to save for a rainy day, or for
your children’s education. Maybe you just want to treat yourself to a nice vacation or a new car without feeling guilty about it.
Maybe you’re looking for a way out of the corporate world, an escape plan. That’s the ultimate financial freedom, right? That’s
how I got started down this entrepreneurial path, and it’s been the best choice I ever made. You’re willing to work for it, because
your future is worth working for. The challenge is time is limited, and you may not know where to start. There are a million and one
ways to “make money online” and everyone wants to sell you their “proven system for Internet riches.” It’s hard to tell what’s a
scam and what’s legit. Real-World Examples This book offers 10 real-world examples of how regular people just like you and me
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are earning side hustle income outside of traditional employment. Many have even turned these part-time ventures into full-time
businesses, throwing off the shackles of their corporate overlords for good. And the cool thing is, there are no special technical
skills or prerequisites to get started with any of the ideas presented. Most don’t require any big scary upfront investment. Why
Side Hustle?Build Skills Build Security Build Income Build Freedom My Story After college, I did what you’re supposed to do: I got
a job. The problem was almost immediately I found myself looking for a way out. It wasn’t that I hated the work or my coworkers,
but it just wasn’t what I wanted to do with my life. The thought of spending my next 30 years there was terrifying. So evenings and
weekends I turned my attention online. I’d been dabbling with building rudimentary websites, learning online advertising channels,
and even running my own small marketing campaigns for other company’s products to test the waters. And that’s what The Side
Hustle Path is about; finding a low-risk way make more money. If you’re looking for a get-rich-quick-scheme or the secret to
overnight success, you won’t find it here. But what you will find are 10 down-to-earth entrepreneurs who were once sitting in your
same position. They felt the same fears and uncertainties, but took action anyway. What are you waiting for? Scroll up and
download your copy now!
Learn all about the best application for emailing, scheduling, collaborating, and just plain getting stuff done Did you know that
Microsoft Outlook can do everything, including cook your dinner? Okay, it can’t cook your dinner. But it can deliver your email,
filter out the junk, help you organize your life, sync data to the cloud, integrate with iOS and Android, and about a zillion other
things. Outlook For Dummies shows you how to work all the basic and advanced features of the Office 2021 version. Outlook is
loaded with interesting productivity tools that most people—even in business environments—don’t know about. Did you know you
can create automated mail-handling rules? Translate messages into other languages? Share your calendar with other people? It’s
true, and when people start wondering how you suddenly got to be so productive, you can tell them: Outlook For Dummies. Take a
stroll around the basic interface and emailing capabilities of Outlook for Office 2021 Use Outlook to create daily and monthly
schedules, manage a to-do list, organize messages into folders, and make notes for later reference Discover advanced and littleknown features that will help you get organized and stay on top of things Sync email across your devices and access Outlook from
any computer, tablet, or phone For users who are brand-new to Outlook and those upgrading to the latest version, this book
makes it simple to get going.
I owe him a debt. A big one. The payment can't be settled with money or favors. He only wants one thing. Me. Every action gets a
reward. A button. Once I fill his jar with three hundred and sixty five buttons he'll let me go. He'll let me walk away. But I have to
earn every single one. By submitting to the darkest, cruelest, and most beautiful man I'd ever known. ***TRIGGER WARNING***
There are some difficult and dark scenes that may upset some readers.
Published by the Boy Scouts of America for all BSA registered adult volunteers and professionals, Scouting magazine offers editorial content
that is a mixture of information, instruction, and inspiration, designed to strengthen readers' abilities to better perform their leadership roles in
Scouting and also to assist them as parents in strengthening families.
Noah Meyers is a fast runner--faster than all his friends, faster than the bullies who wait for him outside his school. When he's asked to train
with the Clarington Vikings in Oshawa he jumps at the chance, eager to focus on something other than his father's recent death. Soon after
he qualifies for provincial finals, however, tragedy threatens to strike again, and Noah has to summon all his courage to stay on track. Fast
Finish is the engaging story of a young athlete who overcomes a tragic past in order to succeed.
Make Money and Live BetterThe Side Hustle is for people who want or need to earn some extra money outside of their day jobs. Maybe you
need a few extra dollars to make ends meet. Maybe you want to pay off debt.Maybe you want to save for a rainy day or for your children's
education. Maybe you just want to treat yourself to a nice vacation or a new car without feeling guilty about it. Maybe you're looking for a way
out of the corporate world, an escape plan. That's the ultimate financial freedom, right?That's how I got started down this entrepreneurial
path, and it's the best choice I ever made.You're willing to work for it because your future is worth working for.But your time is limited, and you
may not know where to start. There are a million and one ways to "make money online" and everyone wants to sell you their "proven system
for Internet riches." It's hard to tell what's a scam and what's legit. Real-World ExamplesThis book offers real-world examples of how regular
people just like you and me are earning side hustle income outside of traditional employment. Many have even turned these part-time
ventures into full-time businesses, throwing off the shackles of their corporate overlords for good.And the cool thing is, there are no special
technical skills or prerequisites to get started with any of the ideas presented. Most don't require any big scary upfront investment. (If you're a
fan of Chris Guillebeau, Pat Flynn, or Tim Ferriss, you'll love this!)Why Side Hustle?> Build Skills Build Security Build Income Build Freedom
My StoryAfter college, I did what you're supposed to do: I got a job.The problem was almost immediately I found myself looking for a way out.
It wasn't that I hated the work or my coworkers, but it just wasn't what I wanted to do with my life. The thought of spending my next 30 years
there was terrifying.So evenings and weekends I turned my attention online. I'd been dabbling with building rudimentary websites, learning
online advertising channels, and even running my own small marketing campaigns for other companies' products to test the waters. And
that's what The Side Hustle is about-finding a low-risk way make more money. Most entrepreneurship books assume you have limitless time
and limitless startup capital, but I know from talking to thousands of side hustlers, that's simply not the reality. I started small and lean, but
steadily built up my side hustle until I could say good-bye to corporate work. You can do it, too. I'll show you how.What's Inside?If you're
looking for a get-rich-quick-scheme or the secret to overnight success, you won't find it here. But what you will find are the "Big 3" side hustle
business models you can take action on right away.I've interviewed hundreds of profitable side hustlers on The Side Hustle Show to figure
out how their businesses work, how they make money, and most importantly, how you can replicate their success.In this book, you'll meet
these real-world side hustlers who built and sustained businesses they care about. They faced the same fears and uncertainties you're
wrestling with, but made something happen.Now it's your turn. What are you waiting for? The timing will never be perfect. Scroll up and hit
the "Buy Now" button to grab your copy now!
Castles & Buttons (Introduction to The Castles Series) How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing: The Introduction to The Series, Featuring
Castle Speed Castle Speed (An Introduction to the Castles & Buttons Series) How to Have Everything by Doing Nothing Understanding How
Creating Castles or Buttons is The Same Advanced Higher Mechanics Castle Speed is an Introduction to the main book series, Castles and
Buttons 1,2,3 This Introduction will let you know if you are interested or curious about what lies ahead in the series. Castle Speed & The
Castle & Buttons Series are based on the Susan James philosophy of‘The Truth does not bend, but our use of it allows us to bend
everything (sj)’ Throughout the series discover and understand some of the themes which begin with Castles- The Introduction to The
Series: • How creating Castles or Buttons is the same • Creating w/o work or effort • creating miracles and magic easily • void of work or
effort in desire fulfillment • implementing higher levels of energy manipulation • wealth, prosperity and abundance is a given vs having to
work for it • flipping the ‘do something to have something’ attitude • How riches and wealth were once poured out unconditionally and
getting back to it • Dismantling the all between doing to have and simply being given • The Trigger of Automatic Manifestation (Getting
Without Doing) • How Spoken Word Overpowers Our Incorrect Thoughts • Eleven Words For Manifestation Success • Dissolving The Loop
of Limitation • Feeling vs Emotion For Desire Fulfillment • How To Know It’s Coming And Minus Work Or Effort • The Dime Tree • Christmas
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and Money • Reaching The Unreachable (How-To)A Question to Speed Things Up • Help to Unlock The Mysteries of Our Own Thinking •
Getting Past Potential Into Unlimitedness • Choice vs Desire In Manifestation-When Trying IS Enough! •(Knowing the Difference, Makes All
THE Difference!) • The Magic Wall + The Magic Wall List = The Done Deal •(Castles: The Reason We Can Get What We Want Void of Work
or Effort) • From Ease to Easier to Automatic: The 3 Phases (The System for Castles and Buttons) • Proclivity and Done Deal Timing •(How
to Run Into Your Fulfilled Desire/Money Idea, More Sooner Than Later) • The Magic Pill of Limitless (The Recipe for Grandeur) •(Success
and Vibratory Lock Beyond The Law of Attraction) • A Billionaire’s Magic Pill The entire Castles series was Susan writing it out, showing how
her own evolving has shown up for her. She was able to get clear in understanding and could see how, as in the Biblical story, you can
‘make bricks without straw’. (In those days, you needed straw to make bricks, but the Pharaohs denied the straw as a punishment. But in
using higher nature, they were told from ‘on high’ that they would make bricks without straw. Enjoy the entire Castle’s and Buttons Series
and you too may then understand how creating Castles or Buttons is the same and everything you want is already there for you!
Playlist notebook makes it easy to keep track of song titles. Whether you are a deejay, musician, or just an avid music listener wanting to
create the playlist of your life, you'll love being able to log entries at ease! Fun vibrant radio button cover will let everyone know that music is
your real love!
This title begins with an insightful synopsis of the business of the internet. This sets the stage for understanding the business principles that
follow. The book also includes a step-by-step owner's manual, designed to give readers the tools they need to drive the net to greater
profitability within their own business.
In the past few decades the number of women entering graduate and professional schools has been going up and up, while the number of
women reaching the top rung of the corporate and academic worlds has remained relatively stagnant. Why are so many women falling off the
fast track? In this timely book, Mary Ann Mason traces the career paths of the first generation of ambitious women who started careers in
academia, law, medicine, business, and the media in large numbers in the 1970s and '80s. Along with her daughter, Mason has written a
guide for young women who are facing the tough decision of when--and if--to start a family. It is also a guide for older women seeking a
second chance to break through to the next level, as Mason herself did in academia. The book features anecdotes and strategies from the
dozens of women they interviewed. Advice ranges from the personal (know when to say "no," the importance of time management) to the
institutional, with suggestions for how the workplace itself can be changed to make it easier for ambitious working mothers to reach the top
levels. The result is a roadmap of new choices for women facing the sobering question of how to balance a successful career with family.
"Lots of excellent advice for women facing different career stages." -BusinessWeek "An interesting look at the real challenges that mothers
face in balancing work and family in a variety of professions." --National Review "Must reading for professional women starting families,
second chapters or simply trying to break through to the next level. An indispensable guide and realistic cost-benefit analysis of motherhood
and women's careers." -- Lynn Povich, former Editor-in-Chief of Working Woman magazine
This well-written and clearly argued book comparatively assesses "Third Way" public welfare policies and their development in response to
conservative-led critiques in the U.S., Canada, and Great Britain.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people,
companies, and projects.
Want better relationships at work and at home? RESET Your Buttons shows you how to achieve more productive relationships for greater
success. When you learn how to RESET Your Buttons, youre really putting to use a skill set that is absolutely necessary for anyone working
with other people in a professional environment. Learning how to recognize the way you react to your work culture and learning how to cope
with negative stimuli is an absolute must for those of us who want to succeed in business and in life.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of news, nature,
sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.
For those who wonder if the forcing theory is beyond their means: no. Directions to research in forcing are given.
Little ones will love learning to play music with this first guitar book. With easy-to-press buttons, and four well-known songs to master, there
are hours of fun to be had with this awesome musical book.
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